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chapter i
Purpose and scope of the study
For help in formulating plans for the opening of a Family
Consultation Center in Boston, it was decided to send a
questionnaire directly to those Centers which are functioning in
the united States for information about their founding and plan,
staff members, clients, services, and relation to their conmrunl-
ties. It was hoped that these data would reveal certain mini-
mum requirements without ^ich it would be unwise to start, as
well as furnish goals toward which to build. It was felt that
the data obtained in this way would be reliable since the in-
formation requested was of a factual nature, either observable
or obtainable from records. A high degree of cooperation was
anticipated because of the general interest that has been evi-
denced among the Centers in the growth and development of the
movement .
||
It was intended that this survey would be made available
to other groups which were planning to open similar Centers, in
order that they might avoid some unnecessary experimenting.
Scope of the study . No attempt was made to study the work
of Centers in other countries or that of individual counselors, :
nor was there any desire to analyse counseling methods and
techniques. Bridgman has been working on "A Study of Procedures!
I,;o 'uo^ at :;..'MjtoJ ••if.;
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and Relationships in Marriage and Family Counseling" and e:xpects
to continue with it during the suimner of 1941. It seemed a
waste of time and effort to duplicate any of his research.
Use of term . The term "Family Consultation Center" was
used because of its general acceptance by writers of texts on
"The Family" and autnors of articles dealing witn the subject,
although "Bureau" or "Clinic" are sometimes used Instead of
"Center", and "Marriage" in place of "Family". Groves in Tne
American Family makes a distinction between the family clinic anA
the marriage clinic, but this is not generally done. In this
'
paper the term refers to botn Family and Marriage Cotmseling
Centers and to Family and Marriage Counseling Services whicn are
[
part of other organizations.
Organization of remainder of the thesis . A review of the
literature on the organization of Family Consultation Centers is
||
presented in relation to its use in drawing up the questionnaire
and in compiling the directory of Centers to whom it was sent.
There is a description of the method used in sending out
the questionnaire and an analysis of the response.
There follows a presentation of the factual information od
tained with the details on each question as well as summaries of
the material given imder those questions which could not be
answered "yes" or "no". What these facts mean, with an interpre-
tation of them in view of possible misunderstanding of the ques-
tions and further information given in reports, letters, and
articles follows
.

There is also an analysis of the information from the
point of view of its use by groups wishing to start sach
Centers.
Need for a study of those Centers which were in existence
at one time and are now no longer functioning is discussed.

CHAPTER II
CONSTRUCTION OF DIRECTORY AND QUESTIONNAIRE
Interest in the subject of Family Consultation Centers has
i
been somewhat subject to an ebb and flow, as evidenced by the
|
number of articles on the subject in scientific magazines each I
year over a period of ten years. There was a peak in 1932, in
19db, and in 1940, with a maximum of five a year during the ,
other years. - ..
Review of the literature . The larger proportion of the
periodic literature on this subject deals with the value of
marriage and family counseling, techniques of counseling, and
the necessary qualifications for a cotinselor. Some articles
have attempted to summarize all the different agencies and
professions which are doing family counseling, of which the
Consultation Center is but one. Only one such stiramary goes
into much detail as to the organization of Centers. This, by
Fisher, gives a composite picture of them -under the headings
origin, objectives, procedure, services, fees, staff, space,
clientele, problems, and records.^ Since it is a composite,
however, it does not give the exact picture of any one Center.
^ Mary S. Fisher, "The Development of Marriage and
Family CoTinselling in the united States : A Critical Interpre-
tation," Parent Education, III (April-May, 193t)) 5-9.
f.C.
.
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A number of articles are concerned with one particular
Center. Of those that have been vrritten about only three are
still In existence. These are The American Institute of
Family Relations of Los Angeles, Marriage Counsel of
Philadelphia, and Merrill-Palmer Service of Detroit.
Books on the Family usually include some material on
Marriage and Family Consultation Centers. This is based
largely on the periodic literatxire. The exception is in lour
Marriage by Himes. He includes a hitherto unpublished list of
Centers.^
The directory . Because the field is so shifting, it is
impossible for a directory to remain accurate for more than a
few months. It was decided to use as a basis for compiling a
directory three sources: the list of Family Consultation
Centers in Appendix E of the final report of the Conference
I on Education for Marriage and Family Social Relations, 1934,
given in the January 1936 issue of the Jom»nal of Social
Hygiene; a list in the files of the Marriage Study Association
f from Marriage Counsel, dated January, 193o; and the list of
Centers (not including individual counselors; from lour
Marriage by Himes. This original directory contained fifty
names
.
p
Norman E. Himes, io\ir Marriage ; A Guide to
Happiness (New York: Farrar & Rinehart, Inc., 1940) 41t>-420.
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The directory was sent for corrections and additions to
Mudd, Foster, Popenoe, Groves, and Bridgman because of their
long connection with the work. Seventeen were eliminated
either because they were no longer functioning or had never
really done marriage counseling, and three were added.
In order to verify the accuracy of this list still further,
a letter was sent in January, 1941, to the thirty-six names,
saying that a questionnaire on the organization of Family Con-
sultation Centers would arrive shortly, and asking for copies
of their record forms to assist the Marriage Study Association
in making up their own. Prom the returns of this mailing,
eight more names were dropped.
It became apparent that it would be necessary t^o establish
a basis for the inclusion of some organizations as Centers, and
the exclusion of others. Family Welfare Societies, Child
Guidance Clinics, Maternal Health Centers, Domestic Relations
Courts, Out-patient Departments of Hospitals, Visiting Teacher
Associations, Nursery Schools and Kindergartens, District
Nursing Associations, Societies for Social Hygiene, and Settle-
ment Houses have all been doing family counseling. In only a
few instances, however, is it given an identifying name or
recognized as a separate service. Those organizations that do
so differentiate it have been included in this study as well as
those whose sole purpose is counseling.
te
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7Sometimes one individual does all the counseling. This
work is recognized as being a Center when there is an advisory
board directing and supervising it, and when there are available
specialists in other professional fields from whom the individ-
ual may secure information and advice and to whom he may refer
his clients when the need is indicated. _
It was found that Mrs. Mudd had sent out questionnaires In
the winter of 1959 and 1940 for the purpose of compiling the
list to be used in Hlmes' book. The folder containing the in-
formation secured as a result was loaned to the writer. This
served to check some of the corrections. In four cases, howev^.
It seemed desirable to write for further information about the
type of work or present status of a Center.
As the result of this, one name was dropped and one added.
A letter from the Child Study Association of America In New York
City confirmed the ?rriter = s opinion that it was a Child Guidance
Clinic and not a Family Consultation Center.'^ It was learned
that The Family Guidance Service of New York City was still
functioning wltn William Rothenberg as counselor though
Dr. Oliver Butijerfield was no longer connected with It.^ It
was not clear, however, whether he is counseling as an indlvld-
^ Charlotte Williams, Child Study Association of
America, letter to the writer February 21, 1941.
4 William Rothenberg, Family Guidance Service, letter
to the writer April 21, 1941.
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ual or as a member of an organization.
Letters from the other two organizations gave reasons why
they should not be included. The general secretary of the
Institute of Family Service of the Associated Charities of
Cleveland, Onio, wrote that it was not strictly speaking a
Center, but was more comparable to a Family welfare Society.^
A detailed "Statement of Function" prepared by the Institute
added proof to the opinion. Dr. Katharine W. Taylor wrote that
the Family Consultation Service in Syracuse, New York, had been
in operation during the fall of 1940, but was discontinued when
she left to go to Seattle, Washington.
A letter from Dr. i'openoe told of the opening of the
Colorado Marriage Clinic in Denver in January with
Dr. William S. Bernard of the university of Colorado as
director.
The Marriage Study Association of Boston was not included
in the original directory, though it was listed in lour
Marriage , since it had no consultation service at that time.
When the Marriage Consultation Center was started by the
association the latter part of March, it was added to the list.
The 1941 winter issue of Marriage and Family Living con-
tained an announcement of the organization of an agency called
^ Helen W. Hancnette, Institute of Family service,
xevuasr oo the writer March 14, 1941.
o Katharine Whiteside Taylor, letter to the writer
April b, 1941.
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Marriage Counselor and Marital Health, Inc. by J. Quincy Ames
in South Bend, Indiana. ' After three atteii?)ts to locate him,
the last letter was returned from Madison, Wisconsin, with the
notation, "Out of business". In the same issue there was
mention made of the consultation service of the Jewish Institute
on Marriage and the Family, 40 West obth Street, New York City,
l| of which Dr. Sidney E. Goldstein is the chairman. Since there
has oeen no reply to letters to him, it is impossible to decide
whether it is in reality a Family Consultation Center.
The data from four questionnaires which were returned are
not Included in the study for the following reasons. A letter
from Mrs. Catherine Groves Peele of the Family Service Associa-
tion of Durham, North Carolina, together with the information
in the questionnaire, indicated that it was a family welfare
agency and had no special counseling service.^ In answering
the questionnaire. Dr. Cory of the Missouri Social Hygiene
Association of St. Louis wrote, "Our program has been shifted
temporarily to emphasis upon legal, protective, medical, and
educational, away from formal consultation services. "-^^
I Anna Budd Ware, "Report of Committee on Marriage
|]
and Family Counseling, " Marria ge and Family Living , III
(February, 1941} jlI.
^ "Meetings and Events," Marria ge and Family Living ,
III (February, 1941) ±8.
^ Catherine Groves Peele, Family Service Association,
letter to the writer February 2b, 1941.
Harriet S. Cory, Missouri Social Hygiene Associa-
tion, letter to the writer March o, 1941.
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Messing, of Partland, Oregon, wrote that the Oregon Social
Hygiene Society has now closed its office and that he is car-
rying on the counseling work as an individuaj. rather than rep-
resenting any social agency, although he may organize later a
new Society or Institute.!^ Glasner of the Family Guidance
Counsel of Uniontown, Pennsylvania, filled out the question-
naire, hut wrote that it "should (not) he included in your
study, except as a sad example of one such attempt which
failed. "12 • ^
The original directory together with the additional names
which were contacted, is given in Appendix A, classified by
their inclusion in the study and by the reasons for their
exclusion.
The questionnaire . The questionnaire was based on the
material given in those articles which dealt with the work of
individual centers as well as the siommary by Fisher. A sum-
mary of the plan and work of the Washington Life Adjustment
Center of the Mt. Pleasant Congregational Church of Washington,
D. C, gave a great deal of material. Dearborn, counselor of
Fred B. Messing, reply to letter by writer,
March iti, 1941.
12 Samuel Glasner, Family Guidance Counsel, letter
to the writer March 2v, 1941.
Fisher, op. cit.
i•> cx or-
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the Massachusetts Society for Social Hygiene, contributed nnicJi
detailed Information about records and relationship to the com-
munity.
The questionnaire as first dravni up was sent to Dearborn,
Groves, Hirsch, and Mudd with the request that they make mental
notes of changes in form or wording which would make the task
of filling it out easier, and then send any suggestions they
might have. They were asked to note the length of time they
took In answering. The questionnaire was also sent to Symonds
and Himes for criticisms and suggestions.
Several changes were made as the result of this testing.
The questionnaire in its final form is presented in Appendix B.
The mailing . The letter which was sent with the question-
naire gave the estimated length of time necessary to fill it
out; asked uhat those questions which were not applicable to
their situation or ^Ich they preferred not to answer be crossed
out; promised that the information secured as a result of the
survey would be available to those who cooperated in It ; and en-
closed an extra copy of the questionnaire for their files and a
self-addressed stamped envelope.
Ten questionnaires were returned within two weeks.
In a little over two weeks a follow-up letter was sent
which resulted In six more returns. A third letter about a
month later brought in two more wltn the promise of a tiilrd.
- Jan:. ^i;
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There remained only five who had not responded in snj way.
These five, together with two who had written letters hut had
not returned the questionnaire, were further followed up by
Morris. This brought one questionnaire and one more promise
that the questionnaire would be returned In a few days.
The returns . Of the nineteen questionnaires retxn*ned all
but three were fully answered. Two of these, howevea:», sent
annual reports. Five sent record forms, six summaries or
annual reports, and twelve enclosed descriptive leaflets or
reprints of articles or talks. Fourteen wrote letters ex-
pressing their interest in the study and in several instances
giving information which was not covered by the questionnaire.

CHAPTER III
FACTUAL INFORMATION OBTAINED ON QUESTIONNAIRES
The majority of questions were asked in aach a way that
they could be checked when the answer was "yes"« Multiple
Choices were given witn tne hope that they covered all probable
situations, tnit tnere was space for individual cases which did
not come under any given choice* The other questions asked re-
quired a number or other data. All the affirmatives were added
j
and the facts thus gained are pa* esented below, together with
I
summaries of the material given in answer to the other questions.
I
I
I Section 1
Founding and Plan
I
It is generally recognized that the American Institute for
Family Relations was the first of its kind in the United States.^
The dates of opening of the Centers are very evenly distributed
over the last eleven years. There was one Center started in
both 19;50 and 19i5l; two Centers each year in i934, 1955, l93b, I
19dV and 1940; and three Centers in both 1932 and 1941. In one
case, the date given on the questionnaire is not definite. Of
|
those Centers for which the month cf opening was given, six be-
Popenoe, Paul, "A Family Consultation Service",
Journal of Social Hygiene , XVII (Jvme, 1931) 309.
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gan in the fall, four In the winter, four in the spring, and
two in summer.
9
Founding . Only two Centers wore started by an individual.
Groups of individuals were responsible for starting fourteen,
eleven were the outgrowth of the activity of an agency already
in existence, and two were stsirted in some other way. There
[|
was consideraoie overlapping in the answers. In one case the
first irwo methods were both checked; in one, the ist and 4tJi;
in one, the 2nd and ^th; and in seven cases the 2nd and ord
were both checked.
Following is the list of agencies in the community which
were represented by the groups of individuals starting the
Centers. They are presented here as they were given on the
!l questionnaires. In Chapter IV furtner agencies gathered from
other sources of information have Deen added -co the list and
the whole list classified as to type of organization, -
religious, educational, and so forth.
Associated Charities, Brush Foundation and
Health Agencies
I' Parent Association, Child Guidance Clinic,
School of Social Work, Ministers in
Unitarian, Presbyterian, Episcopal, and
Jewish churches, medicine, psychiatry,
obstetrics and gynecology
^ Committee for Maternal Health
Private school
university. Family Service Association and
W. P. A.
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Cnurches and ^oung Men's Christian Association
CnurcJi organizations, psychiatry, medicine, i ' -'^
university, and social work
Board of Education
Tnree groups represented Societies for Social Hygiene; two,
private individuals, and one answered "many".
The original agencies from which eleven Centers developed
are given below.
Maternal Health Center
Society for Social Hygiene (3
J
Marriage Study Association
Guidance Department of the Adult Education
Division of a nigh school
Associated Charities
Family Life education of a private school
Two were merely a matter of changing the name, and one developed
from private practice and counseling under the Young Men's
Christian Association.
One was the result of the experience of individuals work-
ing in Prenatal Clinics, Family Agencies, and Health Agencies.
One was the outgrowth of personal experience in counseling
students and adults informaxly, and from serving as regional
consultant of the American Institute of Family Relations.
r.i.
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Purpose . The statements of purpose are given verbatim.
In Chapter IV they are classified according to similarities.
To bring all the resources of modem science
to the promotion of successful family j.ife
To interview and direct inquirers to proper
channels, do the case work where we assume
tne responsibility
To support physicians in medical service and
advice to married ..omen - for the preserva-
tion of the health and strength of such
women and their children especially to the
end that children shall be begotten only
under conditions that make possible a
heritage of menta± and physical health and
for the promotion and strengthening of
family happiness and unity
To help young married coupj.es and those con-
tempxai^ing marriage to a better understand-
ing of what companionship in married life
invoj-ves, and thus to he±p them avoid some
of the causes of marital difficulties
Mass education having developed the demand
for individual guidance and advice, this
Society in 1934 established a Personaj. and
Marriage Counseling Service
So that individuals of the lower income group
- - - might obtain the same help in making
adjustments to marriage and family life as
is possible for those who live in cities
where such service is available in clinics,
and the same type of service that may be
had oy individuals who are financially able
to afford private psychiatric care
To provide an opportunity to discuss individ-
ually the normal problems that are part of
every day fsenily relationships, and - - -
to deal preventively with children's prob-
lems before they become too deeply rooted
in the personality. Also to help young
people with pre-maritai problems.
•ri/. f.v r;;.. : fc
O f.
To promote better marriage and parenthood and
to provide consultation service for those
having sex problems
General advisory service for adults econom-
ically self-supporting with either high
school or coj-lege education
Research In women's education and family
life
To estahlish a Center for furthering of any
and all factors conducive to normal develop-
ment of the sex aspect of life as it affects
conjugaj. nyglene, family relations, the
growth of indlvldua± personalities and the
interrelationships of society at xarge
To give advice and assistance in premarital
and domestic problems. To cooperate wltn
other professional and lay groups in hand-
ling premarital and domestic problems. To
do Cijaritable and educational work in this
field
To give counsel and information both to those
who are contemplating marriage and t^o those
who are already married but need hexp in
their personal relationships
.
'
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Pre-marital Counseling
Marital adjustment
.
Library
A non-profit educationaj. service to assist in
the adjustment of personal problems and to
provide education regsu?dlng sex and f anlly
life
Marital adjustments
The service offers advice and counsel concern-
ing any fsunlly problem
Promote education, adjustment, knowledge in
field of marriage and family
Location* Seven Centers are housed in office building
VJ.
r f
JLO
three in educational Institutions, fo\jr in social agencies,
and six xn another type of miilding. Of these, two are in
residences, two in apartm^t nouses, one in a theater building,
and one In a small building not described. One Center has
three locations.
Table I shows tne nunfeer of rooms used for various pur-
poses, indicating where one room is used for more than one
purpose. One Center did not give information regarding the
number of rooms. Of the others, no Center has less than 2
rooms. Six have 2 rooms, five have 5, two have 4, and five
have b rooms or more. Seventeen nave a reception room,
tnirteen an office, seventeen one or more consultation rooms,
and four a room for testing. There is one special room for the
library, and one large assembly room. One Center has two large
committee rooms and one a work room and kitchen for lundieons.
Three Centers use the same room for office and receiving.
One uses the same room for receiving and consultations; one
for office, consulting, and Tiesting; and one has an assemoly
room for meetings which is also ^sed for the office and
reception room.
Financ ial set-up. Of the two Centers that are entirely
self-supporting, one depends on fees alone and the other is
Supported by the income from an endowment as well as fees.
|
The former does not adjust the fees at all, vdiereas the latter
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TABLE I. THE NUMBER OF ROOMS USED FOR VARIOUS PURPOSES,
INDICATING WHERE ONE ROOM IS USED FOR MORE THAN ONE PURPOSE
Name
Recep-
tion Office
Consul-
tation
Test-
ing Other - described
Bernard
Brush
Garden
Dearborn
Duvall
! Everett
Foster
Gaylord
Grant
Groves
Hirsch
Kiemer
Moldenk©
jMudd
Parker
Popenoe
i
Ream
Weiser
1
comblined
(1
1
±
1
1
2
c
(1
4
(i
omb Lned
4
1
1
comblined
(1
I
1)
1
L
1)
1
reception anfl
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
±
combindd
1 ±)
5 J.
4
1
5
3
1
2
1
consultation
1
5
i
2 committee rooms
1 assembly combined with
office and reception
2 work room and kitchen
combined
1 library
I t
i I
'
^
i
I
i
x
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adjusts them both according to the client's ability to pay and
to the service rendered.
Twelve Centers are partially self-supporting. Of these,
eight Charge fees, two nave endowments, six membership dues,
eight receive private gifts, four are menibers of the Community
Fund and four have help from another agency. Six of these
adju.st their fees both according to the client's ability to pay
and to the service rendered, while two adjust only to the
client's ability to pay.
Five are entirely dependent. One has an endowment, two
have private gifts, one Is entirely and one partially supported
Dy the Community Fund, one Is wholly dependent on an agency and
one Is supported by the Board of Education with tax-collected
funds. Slight discrepancies In these statements are explained
in Chapter IV.
Table II shows the sources of Income of those Centers
which are either entirely or partially self-supporting, with
the percentages of the total Incv^me where that information was
given.
Operation . In six Centers the clients* names are used in
the files. Twelve use a number for each individual. One i.eft
i;he question unanswered.
One Center of tiiose twelve indicating that they used num-
bers rather than names in the files, did not answer the ques-
-1 9Xi;t o
r' ; >>
'
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TABLE II. SOURCES OF INCOME OF THOSE CENTERS WHICH ARE
ENTIRELi OR PARTIALLY SELF-SUPPORTING, WITH THE PiKCElvfTAGES OF
THE TOTAL INCOME WHERE THAT INFORMATION WAS GIVEN
Amount
Name
Fees for Counseling
Avg,
to in-
come
Adjusted En-
to ser-dow-
vice bent
Mem-
ber-
ship
Pri-
vate
gifts
Com-
munity
Fund
An-
other
Agency
Popenoe
l|
lP©rnarc,
Brush
Garden
'Luvall
Gaylore
Grant
iG:roves
Klamer
Mudd
II
Parker
Ware
Weiser
II
Hirsch
Totals
l| no
4 for
UO
0-
fi.ou
u-
$3.00
0
u
0-
fS.OO
0-
yes
yes
0
$1.00
up
10
4
.5(1
^l.t)C
no
yes
yes
yes
no
yes
no
no
^.1<
fS.OC
yes
yes
yes
yes
no
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
9
1
yes
b
4
no
no
no
no
no
4.770
no
no
no
no
no
0%
no
yes
6
11
no
no
no
yes
yes
no
'7%
no
yes
yes
yes
no
no
no
8
no
no
99%
yes
yes
«5.4%
oO%
yes
yes
yes
10^
4%
yes
no
11
no
no
no
no
yes
no
no
no
yes
no
no
90%
yes
no
4
10
no
99%
no
no
no
11,9%
no
no
no
no
10%
no
no
no
11
I4
Oil
0 1 ' c r1 i
t
1
c .1
i
ct.
[
i3»/ pi.
I
I
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tlon as to whom the nmnber Index was available* In two cases
it was available only to the counselor; in two, to the secre-
tary and counselor; in two, to the director and counselor.
The others are all one each: executive secretary; executive
secretary and intake person; director and associate director;
professional staff; and "no one outside the agency".
The office is kept open part time in five Centers and the
other fourteen are open full time. Of these latter, five
started on a part-time basis.
Research based on information along certain lines secured
from all clients is carried on by tweive Centers. No attempt
I will be made to classify the fields of research since it seems
apparent that, although there is overlapping in general subject
matter, each Center is approaching the problem from a different
angle. The fields of investigation are presented oelow as they
were given on the questionnaires, grouped by Centers.
Marital adjustment in relation to life
history
Social data
<^ Medical research In time of ovulation
Adjustment
Training of personnel and requirements
for coiinseling
Background of client in re previous sexual
' r. experiences
Premarital interview - short contact work
Practically all
-'• ' • A.r.
.
.
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Probable causes of marital maladjustment
Causes of so-called frigidity
Cnild training and its relation to
marriage success
Psychological differences between men
and women and what education can do to
ameliorate it
Marriage
Family Relations
louth Problems
Women's Education
Family Life
f r.
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Basis of marital conflicts
Adolescent sex attitudes
SociO'Sexual adjustments, past and present
Sex adjustment - '
Cause of divorce
Sex problems and marriage difficulties pre-
sented by readers of column in popular
monthly
Cultural, educational, psychological,
sociological background and factors in
case nistory
Biological family background where
possible
In regard to the response to the follow-up which eight
Centers are doing, four felt that they were getting a good
response. One felt that the response was good Out that there
was not enough material as yet to work on constructively; one
said it was too soon; one was getting poor returns. One of the
eight did not answer.
'f 30" > C
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Section 2
Staff
Table III shows the nuirib«r of staff members on full time
and. on part time, and the various professional people who are
called on fVom time to time irh.en the need is indicated, with
the numbers when they are given. Eight Centers have both fuil-
tlm© and part-time workers; five nave only part-time workers;
and two have just one full-time worlser with the only assist-
ance on a call basis.
Professions from which help is drawn, other than those
listed in the questionnaire, are as follows: Doctors of Social
Science, ministry, teaching, social work, and psychometric
testing. On© Center has available for help, the Judge of the
Juvenile Court, the Dean of the Episcopal Cathedral, and the
Stat© Director of Public Welfare.
~
In ten Centers there is a full-time executive doing the
administrative work as well as co\mseling and lecturing. In
two the only full-time staff member is the secretary, one of
whom is doing research, and in one the full-time member is the
office manager. ' ~l ^ " ,
The complete details of the duties, training, experience
and salaries are given in Appendix C. There was no information
about salaries from six Centers. On three of the question-
naires no details were given about the duties of the staff
^'l r." " '; / . .c\ ; :; . '^•r ;
. f .T'--' '•'•jr,.'.
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TABLE III. NUMBER OP STAFF MMBERS ON FULL AND PART TIME,
AND INDIVIDUALS IN DIFFERENT PROFESi)IONS ON CALL WITH NUMBERS
WHEN GIVEN
Name
Full
time
Part
time
On call
rnysi-
cians
Law-
yers
rsy-
chia-
brists
rgy-
cholo-^
gists
tiome
Econo-
mists Others-described
B^.rn^2;d 2 2 1 2 1
Educator
Social Service
Brush 2
Psychometri'c'
1 testing
Garden 1 5 T_L J. '\J. X
Dearborn 1 ± 4. :< 2 4 1 4- Mini QtiPT*^
Duvall 1 o X X X X X
Social
Everett J. V o
ra
p
rely us
p
lea
p
Foster 4 -A •jr
'
Gaylord 12 1 X
Grant 2 2 Q 2 1
i
Groves 4
1 Teacher
1 Minister
Hirsch 1 th
arljfl
is 1:
all s<
asis
(rvice in Doctors or
il
2 Social Science
Klemer
Stafl
comp:
not
ete t) 4 1 2 1
Ministers,
social workers
Moldenke 4 X
Mudd 4
P.arker 2 2 2 Social agenclSB
Popenoe 2 25 1 b 2 1
Ream 1 2
Ware o-b 2
Welser 5

2b
members, while on five questionnaires there were no data about
the training and experience. In one case the staff had not
been completed at the time of answering the questionnaire. An
analysis of the qualifications of the counselors is given in
Chapter IV.
In eleven of the Centers, all the staff members are
msu-ried. Tne question was not answered in one instance, and in
another though it was answered "no", the exceptions were not
specified. 'I'he exceptions are as follows, grouped by Centers:
Executive and senior nurse
Secretary to the director
Testers, nutritionist, and a psychologist
Secretary divorced, one counselor immarried
Physician, psychiatrist, clerk and stenograpner
Receptionist and psychometrist
Section <l>
Client
No data about the client was given on seven questionnaires
In uhree cases the service was too recent to furnish a gear's
records; in one case the data will be available later; in
another, data was not available in the particular form re-
quested; and in another, records are purposely not kept.
Oh-
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Tne total number of new clients coming for counseling
alone varies from 4S to b06 for a one-year period. Four
Centers nad uetween IvS and 2uO and tnree nad under ±V0 new
Clients In tiiat length of time.
In the age ranges given, the youngest is j.3 years and the
oj.dest is y4. In six Centers the age range is from the xate
teens through the bO's and in three Centers the range is from
the early teens to Vu or over. Seven Centers gave an average
or median age. They are as follows: '65, 30-35, 30 (two),
2b. 4, 24, and 2i>.
Table IV gives the distribution of new clients in nine
Centers as to sex, race, nationality, religion, occupation,
education, marital status, and reason for visit, - given in
percentages. Ail nine keep records on age, sex, and marital
status. Only one gave information in all the classifications
requested, three in v classifications, and five in b or less.
The lowest proportion of men clients is i3^ and the High-
est proportion is 43%. In four Centers more tiian 50% are men
and in four there are iv% or ±ess.
In all cases given, over ou% of the clients are American-
bom whites. In only one Center have there Deen any Mexicans
and in two Centers, Orientals. In three Centers there nave
Deen Negroes, the largest proportion being
There is wide variation in the proportions of the different
religions, as well as in occupations ani education. The only
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TABLij; IV. THE DISTRIBUTION OF CLIENTS IN NINE CENTERS AS TO
SEX. RACE. NATIONALITl. RJiLIGION. OCCUPATION. EDUCATION. MARITAL
STATUS>> AND REASON FOR VISIT. GIVEN IN PERCENTAGES
To i^ercentaf^es
tal iikluca- Marital \Reason
Num- Sat R Nftt Religia
a 0 c di
OccuDfltloni tion status for vLaLG
Jiame ber a D a b c d a b abed e a b C ( a b c 1 e f a 0 c d
Gftvloi»d 133 1 2% 1 lb k 39 sy lit.
U Oat k •our
Mudd ISn Slff 11 31 boh"
naf kr>otkn2.f /let" krJooJn . 4
DeaxTO m 3U /oo Tg- (1 «.) classi-fico. 31 LI—
BruaH 4 iH- (O ?^ ? 9/
Duvai3 If f^" \€ 4(. 7 •/^ 77 IS \S T^a t;>. 1 09 'OO
Fostez n f» <Jc» a" r \S IS /o /o (0 7^
Grant HXSt f ' 1i
Parkez ns U3 57 9r ) ft W 7/ 14 5" /o 5-7 IS 3 lO SI I? <^
1
i
1
Moildmke 31 fey /oo ^
L, .. .
Race Occupation Marital Status
a. wnite a. Professional a . Single
D. Negpo b. Semi-profes sional b. jjaigaged
e. Oriental c. Skilled c Married
1
—
L d. Mexican d. Semi-skilled d. Separated
e. unskilled e. Divorced
Natlonalitv f
.
Widowed
a. NatiV€5-born Education
t America!1 a. Through oth grade Reason for visit
r Other b. Through high school a • Information
c. Throurfi coxlege u ijkiucation
Religion d » uraduattd work c • Lruidance and
a. Prot estani adjustmeit
L
Catliolic Sex d. Other
c. Jewi.sii a.> Male •^Research
1 d. otners b<> Femal(9
I
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similarity seems to be that in all cases there is a larger
percentage of professional and semi-professional people combined
than in any other single group.
In seven of the nine Centers there is a larger proportion
of married people than any other one classification in that
category. There are only two Centers a proportion of whose
clients are widowed and three that nave had as clients tnose
who were separated or divorced.
The reasons given in the questionnaire why clients visited
the Centers covered all situations except in two cases. There
is one Center to ishich people have gone in connection with
research, and some have gone simpiy out of curiosity to another.
In Table IV, the 9% given under "other" might well nave oeen
Included under "information since it was described as "informa-
tion re employment or social outlets". In four Centers by far
the largest percentage of clients go for "guidance and adjust-
ment". In the one case in which the reasons were all checked
out no percentages given, it was stated that th^fe was "too
much overlapping for sub-division of nuntoers".
Section 4
Services
Referrals and contact . Table V shows the number of refer-
rals, the duration of contact with clients and bases for class-
ifying problems for record purposes of the tiiirteoi Centers
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TABLE V. NUMBER OF REFERRALS, DURATION OF CONTACT WITH
CLIiiNT ACCORDING TO NUMBER OF MONTHS AND VISITS, AND BASES OF
CLASSIFICATION OF PROBLEMS FOR RECORD PURPOSES OF THIRTEEN
CENTERS
Numoer
of
Number of
montns
Numbei
visi
* of
Lts
Classification -
of proDiems
Name Referrals Range Avg. Range Avg. a 0 c
Bernsj^d X X
Dearborn
quite
a few
1-24
l-5t5 12
1-100
1-4U b
not cla ssifled
X
i^UV MX J. \j %j 1-2
Vn <if: at*
l-oO
l-oO
4-
10
±-•27
1-tiO
4-
10
z
x X X
tiaylord l-±6b 1/
Grant 23 J.-12 1 1-50 3 X
tiroves
Hirscn few
1-9
1 week
-o mos
1-6
1-20
±/ X
Moidenke 2 l-±0
Mudd 1 X
Parker 95 j.-4« X x-50 1
Classification of problems
a. Problem as presented by client
b. Problem as first seen by counselor
c. Problem as finally revealed
!
1
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whicn answered the questions relating to these points. Eight of
the thirteen made referrals ranging in number from 2 to 9t>. The
longest duration of contact was x6 years. All Centers have
clients who come only once, and in three of them by far the
greater number make but one visit.
Classification of problems . In five instances, the class-
ification of problems for record purposes was based on the prob-
lem as presented by the client, in three as first seen by the
counselor, and in four as it was finally revealed. This section
was ±eft unanswered by nine Centers. All three questions were
checked by one Center and the last two by another.
Ten Centers listed the neadings under which problems are
classified for record purposes. They are as follows, grouped
by Centers
:
Premarital, Marriage Adjustment, Short-time
Contact
Premarital, Specific Situations, General Upset
Premarriage, Marriage Maladjustment, Personal
Marital, Parent-Child Relationship, Premarital,
Youth
Guidance
Marital, Premarital, Adolescence
Sex Education for Client to Give Child,
Preparation for Marriage, Premarriage
Problems, Marriage Adjustment, Fertility,
Personal Rwlationsnips (a) in marriage,
(d) out of marriage
.1 t -
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Psychiatric, Medical, Educational, Social
Adjustments
Sex Instruction, Sex-Social Adjustment,
Boy-Girl Relationships, Pornographic
Literature, Preparation for Marriage,
Marital Problems
Disorganization, Maladjustment, Separation,
Divorce, Desertion, Special Information
Desired, Premarital Guidance, Problems
involving Child, Problems involving Sib
These titles are classified in Chapter IV,
Library . All Centers but one have a library which is avail
able to clients*
Discussion groups * Discussion groups are held under the
auspices of fifteen Centers and sixteen furnish leaders if other
organizations wish to sponsor them. Fourteen do ooth, and two
neither. Of the thirteen which listed the subjects receiving
chief emphasis, seven included "Preparation for Marriage". The
complete list of subjects is given below, grouped by Centers:
Preparation for Marriage
Preparation for Marriage
Problems within Wedlock
Preparation for Marriage
Physical, Psychological, and Sociological
Aspects of Sex
Personality Adjustments
Premarriage Preparation
Factors in Marital Maladjustment
Sex Education for Children
Domestic Adjustments
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Family
Marriage
Cnild Development
Personality
Preparation for Marriage
Comrriunity Efforts in Marriage Education
and Assistance
Marriage Adjustments
For parents - Children's Questions
Guidance of Adolescence
For young people - Social Relationships
Love and Marriage
For teachers, nurses, physicians -
The Social Hygiene Program
Premarital Preparation
Marital Adjustment
Sex Education
Family Relationships
Child Training
Husband and Wife Relationship
Some individual problems ^
.
Preparation for and Success in Marriage
Emotional Development
Social Development
Parent-Child Relations
Discipline
Boy-Girl Relations
Adolescence
Sex Education
Marriage
Parent-Child Relations
Adolescent Adjustment
,
,
Sex Adjustment
Psychology of Happy Marriage
Courses « Twelve Centers give courses in connection with
the Center. Thirteen cooperate in presenting courses at other
institutions. Ten do both, and four neither. In four cases
f
the subjects given the greatest amo\int of time are the same as
those used as the basis of discussions. They are the xast four
groups given above. Ei^t gave other subjects or worded the
titles somewhat differently. They are as follows:
Marriage
The Sex Factor
Understanding Ourseives and Others
Preparation for Marriage
Sex as a Causative Factor in Marriage
MajLadju stmen t
Child Development
Family Relations
,
^
,
,
,
Marriage
Mental Hygiene
Preparation for Marriage
Family Relationships
General Program of Social Hygiene
Sex Education of the Young Child
Physical, Mental, Social and
Emotional Problems of the Adolescent
Marriage
Biology and Boy-Girl Relationships
Diagnosis and treatment of family reia-
. . tionship and children's questions
Marriage and Family, following Baber
Published material . Leaflets are published by ten Centers,
four of whom do so at regular intervals. It; is the policy of
fourteen to contriuute articles to magazines. One contributes
J? monthly a column in a popular story magazine. Five Centers
Publish other material such as pamphlets, annual reports, book
lists, proceedings of conferences and meetings, lectiires, and
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in two cases, books. One states that they "are organizing now
to release a monthly Bulletin under the title: »Marriage
Prohxems •
. To start witn o small pages and enlarge as seems
best .
"
Section 5
Relation to the Community
Before starting, eleven Centers made a sm»vey to determine
the need of marriage counseling service In the commonity.
Other agencies in the community cooperate with Centers in
the following ways: by referring cases to eighteen Centers;
making their services available to the clients of seventeen
Centers; working on some community project with twelve; and in
fourteen instances, helping in an advisory capacity. In two
cases it was stated that they cooperated in other ways . One
did not specify in what way. The other has been included in
various city and state associations.
Pour stated that there had been opposition to their work in
the community. In two communities the opposition is based on
the grounds that the work of the Center can be adequately taken
care of by other agencies. In one, the opposition is not open,
but "there is always some religious, some medical and some
general public prejudice". The fourth did not describe the
opposition.
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IFourteen Centers consider tnelr services unique in their
community.
ll
xhe need in the community has changed so that seven Centers
have had to adjust their service to meet it. In one there was
greater demand for p^^emaritaj. counseling and additional counsel-
ing hours. One felt a need for more educationaj. facilities,
more staff teaching in colleges. In anotho?, there has been a
"trend toward emphasizing living together in the f smily ard under
standing personalities rather than formal parent-child formuxas"
Anotner uas had "less demand for public addresses and more for
"personal consultation." In one the headquarters were outgrown
and the personnel was in need of expansion. One states that
there is increased need for sex education and information and
marriage education, une did not describe the change.
By far the majority of Centers want and use publicity.
' Sixteen Centers have found the newspapers cooperative in giving
it to them. There is a wide variety of oth=r sources used,
though each Center uses not more than three or four. The radio
is used by six, magazines by five, folders are mentioned by
four thou^ as a matter of fact more than that number get them
out. Three consider lectures a soiree of publicity and an
equal number regard reports another source. Two use pamphlets
ft^ and two church bulletins. The others are mentioned by one each:
neighborhood papers, lodges, teas and limcheons at the Center,
moving pictures, reprints, notices of activities, exhibits.
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school publications y and other agencies.
On one questionnaire it was stated that newspaper publicity
was not wanted. And on another other sources of publicity nave
not been sou^t as the desire is to grow slowly.
Sixteen Centers maintain a file of clippings. One of them
questions the value although it is kept.
The space given under "REMARKS" was used by ei^t Centers
and ranged all the way from a notation to see the annual re-
port to a full page of single-spaced typewritten material about
the policies of the Center.
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CHAPTER IV
INTERPRETATION OP DATA
In interpreting some of the data given on the question-
naires, it is necessary to point out appsirent misunderstandings
of certain questions - due probably to the way they were worded
-
and to include some information obtained from other sources.
Some of the material needs no interpretation as it is self-
explanatory.
Found in p; . Tnere seems to nave been some confusion as to
"Che meaning of questions 2b and 2c under "Founding and Plan".
Question 2D was intended to cover situations similar to that
described by Mudd in the organization of Marriage Coiinsel.
A group of individuals who had not worked together previously
in any association, met several times to discuss the need for
marriage counseling in tiieir community. Finding that work
was only being done after difficulties arose, they organized
Marriage Counsel for which they acted as sponsors. 2c was for
cases such as that described by Hixenbaugh.^ The Reconciliation
Department of the Court of Domestic Relations in Dayton, Ohio,
Janet Chance, Emily B. H. Mudd, and
Lotte S. Neisser, "Sex and Marriage Consultation Bureaus in
Various Countries," Marriage Hygiene , I (May, l96b) 414,415.
^ Elinor R. Hixenbaugh, "Reconciliation of Marital
Maladjustment: An Analysis of ±0j. Cases," Social Forces , X
(December, i9^l) 2dO.
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was opened because of the great pressure upon the Court from
people seeking advice. In other words, because of the nature
of an agency already in existence people were coming for counsel
ing in such numbers that a special department or service was
needed to care for them adequately. Or, even if counseling were
not already being done, it seemed the logical step of some
agency already in existence co expand its activity by starting
a counseling service.
The seven Centers which checked both 2b and 2c seem
really to belong in the second group, as well as one that
checked 2b alone. Of these, four referred to the committee or
Doard uhat directed the parent agency when they checked "group
of individuals" and four meant that the original agency was
started by a group. This would mean, then, that instead of
fourteen Centers being started by a group of individuals, only
six were begun in this way and tv/exve were the outgrowth of
work already going on.
Several other agencies were listed in Mudd's article in
Marriage Hygiene *^ in addition to those given on her question-
naire as being represented by individuals in the group respons-
ible for Marriage Counsel, These nave been added oo the total
list of such agencies in the six Centers mentioned above, and
Classified tts follows: churches (d), educational institu-
Chance, o£. cit.
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tlons (5), charities (5), and medicine and psycJiiatry (2). In
two cases the individuals acted in a private capacity. Tnere
were ei^t agencies which had one representative each:
maternal health association, child giidance clinic, parents*
association, community council, mental hygiene inaiJitute,
young Women's Christian Association, Young Men's Christian
Association, and a children's hospital,
I
It is not possible from the data given to know to what
exoent the individuals really represented the organizations
with which they were connected. It would probably have heen
more enlightening if the question had included the work
"officially".
Purpose . The word "family" is used in nine of the seven-
teen purposes included in the questionnaires. "Domestic proo-
lems" used in one case probably has the same meaning. The
purpose as given in the folder describing The Marriage Embassy
of Chicago uses the word "home", doubtless in the same sense.
Although the expressions vary, it can be said that promoting
successful family life is the aim of eieven Centers. Marriage
counseling is specified oy five Centers and premarital problems
or counsel are included by five. Personal counseling is given
in the piirpose vf •chree Centers. Sex problems are mentioned by
three and children's problems by two. Research is given in the
Purpose by oniy one Center, but inasmuch as twelve Centers are
Hi-
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carrying on research they might all have included it. It is
possible, however, that they do not consider the research as an
end in itsej-f
.
In several cases the statement given under this heading
was the method rather than the aim.
Rooms . Question 4b, asking which services shared rooms
was interpreted differently, in some cases, from the original
intention. It might have been better to ask which functions
were carried on in the same room. The difficulty in some cases
was caused by the fact that other agencies or services use the
same rooms.
It is not certain in some instances whetner the number of
rooms given is that used for marriage counseling purposes or
whethta* it is the number used by the parent agency.
For these reasons the data given can only indicate in a
^general way the use of floor space.
Financial set-up . In the original questionnaire the
arrangement of tne section on Financial Set-up was different
from that in the finaj. form. Under a. were "endowment" and
"fees"; under b. were "endowmoit", "private gifts", "Community
jPund", "another agency", and't'ees"; and under c. were "private
gifts", "Community Fund", and "another agency". This form
seemed 1:0 prove confusing to those who filled it out and it was
therefore changed. "Membership dues" were added. Apparently the
CM I. ' tty doit fib y&i
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second fom was not quite clear either, for in three cases the
degree of dependency checked did not agrse with the sources of
income that were checked. For instance, in one case the Center
was descrlDed as being partially self-supporting" but it had no
fees, no endowment, and no membership dues. Another checked
"entirely dependent", but received b% of its income from an en-
dowment; another also checked "entirely dependent", but receives
fees
.
The summary should, therefore, be changed slightly.
Thirteen instead of twexve Centers are partially self-supporting
and four instead of five Centers are entirely dependent.
One possiDillty concerning fees was not covered in the
questionnaire. A statement in the report of the American
Institute of Family Relations on its first ten jears, indicates
zhat although fees are not adjusted to the client's ability to
pay, they may be worked Ov*t in some way if he is unable to pay
directly.
Records . The confidential nature of records seems to be
stressed much luore in some Centers than In others. In two
Centers a code is used which cannot be interpreted by stenog-
raphers. And in one of these, sometimes no records are kept at
all if the client prefers, and occasionaxly the name of the
client laay not oe known even though he makes several visits.
The idea nas been expressed that counseling records are no
.v:i.'0': x i;
iiiore confidential than hospital records and that they should be
availaole for research purposes. This idea cannot be general,
however, since numoers are used twice as often as names in the
ijfiles of the different Centers, and in all but two cases the
niunber file was available to not more than two people.
Research . In asking the question aoout researcih it was
hoped that the subjects given would be sufficiently specific so
tnat each Center would get as a result more than ;5ust a gen^raj.
idea of the fields of investigation of alJ. the others. Tnis
might have resulted in cooperation betwet^n Centers in furnishing
each other with objective data about their own clients.
I It is interesting to see that less than half the total
number of Centers are making follow-up studies of their clients.
It is difficult to tmderstand how counseling procedure can be
perfected unless the results of the methods used are known. On
the other hand, Iz is obvious that there are many difficulties
in the way of any fullow-up system. The value of questionnaires
for tnis purpose is doubtful since in amny cases the client
would not have the insight to evaluate the benefit received from
his contact with the Center. To ask for an interview might
spoil the relationship between counselor and client, and might
conceivaDly oe definitely unwise in some cases.
I
Of the seven who do foilow-up work, six are keeping
records in some detail. In onl^ one case are the records in-
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complete and vJiclaasif ied» Of these same seven, six are doing
research based on material gained while the case is active.
||
Staff , When the questionnaire was first made up there were
no setters (a), (bj, etc. given under duties, training, and ex
perience to desigtiate what information applied to the saxne staff
member. Because of the way it was answered in one case when it \.
was sent out on trial, tae form was changed. In that case, all
the duties, training, and experience were grouped so that it was
impossible uo tell what items applied oo tue different individ-
uals .
There was another change in form in the questionnaire,
originally the heading "on call" was foxlowed by duties, train-
ing, and experience as under the other two headings. This
proved to be too vague and in t; he final form certain professions
were specified. Those answeriiag the first fom of course did
not have that list so that information is lacking from them in
this particular matter. One of the original questionnaires was
answered as follows. After "full-time members" was the number
I
"2" with the notation "Subject to call at any time: council work,
however, may average one hour a day, as yet." This has been in-
terpreted to mean that there were really no full-time members on
the staff and that there are two on call.
II
It would have been much better to nave used the word
"education" instead of "training", and to have specified degree.
Ito
V
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date, and school. "Training" implied experience also to several
people, and since the heading "experience" was on the f ollovdng
page it was not noticed until after the previous heading had
been filled out. As degree was not specified, in some cases
where the name of the school is given it is not possiole to know
whether the staff member is a graduate of that school or merely
took courses there.
An attempt has been made to take these points into consid-
eration in summarizing the qualifications of staff members.
In one case where the information was given about those meabers
who were only doing the work of the parent agency, those quali-
fications have not been included.
Of those doing coimseling in an the Centers, thirty-six
are used as the oasis of the following figures because suf-
flcienr details were given about their training and experience.
There were seventeen who received coixege or university
degrees and did not go on for furtxjer degrees, although most of
them took graduate courses. Their majors were public health
nursing (5), psychology (2), sociology, psychology and sociology
physiology, law, ministry, and social work. For six of the
seventeen, the majors were not given. The graduate courses
taken were in public health nursing, sociology, psychology,
education, psychiatry, and social work. One took advanced
courses in anatomy, bioxogy and bacteriology and one in tne
medical aspects of marriage.
, , jc err.
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Of the el^t who received a Master's, five were in sociaj.
work and one was in physiology. Six. were Doctors of Medicine,
three of whom went on into psychiatry. Three have a degree of
Doctor of Phixosophy and one a degree of Doctor of Sociaj.
Science. One has both an M.S.S. and M.D. and one the foxlowing
degrees: M.A.
,
S.T.M,, Th.D., Ed.D. Some of these also took
graduate courses beyond that necessary for their degrees in
sociology, psychology, education, psychiatry, sociaj. work, and
the medical aspects of marriage.
One of the counselors is a registered nurse.
By far the greatest amount of experience was in the fields
of teaching and social work. Twelve have been teachers, and
eleven have been in socia± work, the majority doing case work.
Poster gave biology, social sciences, nome economics, and
psychoj.ogy as the minimum essentials for a counselor.^ Pratt
concluded that the psychiatrist is the best suited to counseling
and that rhose in other professions should not attempt it with-
out supplementary training. Neither of these standards reaxly
apply to sill those doing counseling. It is probable that very
few, if any, of those now doing counseling had that particular
|j
profession as a goal and planned their education to fit them for
* Robert G. Foster, "The Qualifications and Training I
of Counsellors on Marriage and Family Problems", Parent Educa-
tion , III (April-May, 1936), 14.
^ George K. Pratt, "Doctors of Matrimony", The
Survey , LXVII (January i, l932), 400.
0 .^nrT.*>
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it. Prom the varied academic backgrounds, it would seem to be
true that their co\mseling work developed because of their
personality and attitudes toward those with whom they came in
contact in their other work, rather than because of any
specialized training. A general interest, of course, is ap-
parent in people and their relationships to each other in the
selection of majors and graduate courses.
The Client. Since only nine out of the nineteen Centers
gave social data based on records concerning their clients, and
since those data vary considerably, perhaps the most that can be
said is that the majority of clients are women between the ages
of 2i> and o5, American-born whites, with at least a high school
education. There is obviously no "typical" client.
Problems . Of the ten Centers listing the headings under
which they classify problems for record purposes, eight use
"premarital", seven "marriage adjustment", and five some head-
ing covering problems concerning children and youth. In Table
VI these problems are correlated with the statements of purpose
and witn the topics of discussion groups and courses.*^
Only those Centers were used for viiich tnere were state-
ments of purpose, classification of problems, and topics of
^ Cf , ante pp. o2, o5,
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TABLE VI. CORRELATION BETV/EEN THE PURPOSES, PROBLEMS,
AND DISCUSSION TOPICS IN EIGHT CENTERS
Name
Subjects
Premarital Marital Family Sex
[Purpose X X
JDexnai u. X X X
\ 1 opic S X X X X
[Purpose X
^ Q T» h Y*V1 —U^aJ. uyjJ. H~ P y» n ayn o X X
^ X opiC 3 X X X
[Purpose X X
Pt»Ah 1 oTn CI X X X
k J. opiu s X X
[Purpose X
PY»Ahl OTT1 Q^XX KjiJ Mollis X X
^ 1 opXC S X X
[Purpose X X X
Grant - [Problems X X X
(Topics X X X
[Purpose X X
Groves - (Problems X X X
(Topics X X
(Purpose X X
Mudd - (Problems X ' X
(Topics X X
(Purpose X X X
Weiser - (Problems X X X
(Topics X X X
eC
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discussion groups or courses wnlch Included the headings
'"premarital", "marital", "family", or "sex". Although "family"
was not always specified it was implied when parent-child rela-
tions or sibling relations were mentioned. The information for
I the Cincinnati Social Hygiene Society was taken from the annual
report for l939-i940.
This table shows to what extent the problems which actually
come to the Center are those for which it was intended, as re-
vealed Dy its statement of purpose. Out of a possible twenty-
i^five correlations of purpose and problems there are twelve.
ijThere are fifteen instances out of a possible twenty-seven in
which the problems are those that have been the subject of dis-
|Cussion groups or lectures. In ten cases out of a possible
twenty-nine the purposes, problems, and topics are all con-
cerned with the same subject. The lack of correlation of
problems witn purpose under "family" may be explained Dy the
fact tnat some purposes specifically state their aim is to
improve the family situation by dealing either with marital
ii
maladjustment or lack of adequate sex information.
Two of these eight Centers made a survey to determine the
need of marriage counseling service in their community before
starting. The other six did not. This does not mean, of course
that they were not familiar with their community situations.
However, ail out one of these six have adjusted their services
to wnat was felt to be a changed need in the coimrainity; and that

bu
one nas only been in existence a short time. Possibly the pur-
poses as originally written, are not expressing the present
recognized purposes of the organizations. On the other hand, it
may he that in some cases the counseling service was started
without Imowing the real need in the community as it is now
revealed by the problems which come to the Center.
Relation to the community . Of the fourteen Centers which
consider tneir services unique in their community, seven made a
survey before starting. It is interesting that in two com-
munities, in both of which there are two Centers, one Center in
each community considers its services unique whereas the other
Center does not. None of the four amplified their replies.
Even in those situations where there is opposition to the
work in the community, otner agencies are cooperative in various
ways. There is no Center which does not receive some coopera-
tion from otner agencies.

CHAPTER V
IMPLICATIONS FOR N©V CENTERS
The purpose has not been fully attained for which this
study was made; namely, of collecting a body of material about
the organization of Family Consultation Centers which would
serve as a framework on vdiich groups, wishing to start such
Centers, might Duild. However, certain generalizations may be
made which should oe nelpfui. The reasons why such a body of |i
material was not obtained are significant and worth some consid-j
eration. They are presented first in order to clarify the whole!
I,
picture before attempting to draw conclusions as to what is Im-
portant for the success of a Center and what should be avoided
if possible.
Section 1
Reasons for Lack of Definite Conclusions
There are two main reasons why it was not possible to reach
definite conclusions about the proper structure on whicn to
Duild a Family Consultation Center. Tne first is the fact
that in reality very few such Centers exist; and the second is
the lack of any s-cructural uniformity of those that do.
Slow growth of movement . There is an assumption current
that there has been a rapid growth of this movement in response

t>2
to a genera J. demand for such a service. Neither the growth nor
demand appear to exist to any j-arge extent. At the end of the
I
il-year period since the first Center was organized in l9i30-'-
there are approximately twenty so-called Centers. This con-
clusion was reached after al± possible sources were tapped to
.±earn of others. Those to whom the directory of Centers was
I
sent for additions and corrections are the individuals most
.familiar with this field of work. The National Conference on
,Famil^ Relations which has a Committee on Marriage and Family
Counseling, was not able to make any additions to the list in
l
Your Marriage
,
giving that as tne most complete and up-to-date.
,There seems to be no conceivable reason why information about
'other Centers would not be freely forthcoming if they were in
existence. It can oe deiinitely concluded, then, that there
has Deen no rapid growth of the movement.
Term "Family Consultation Center" . On the tentative
directory sent to Bridgtnan he crossed out the heading, "Family
Consultation Centers", making the notation "Not very true of any
listed", and substituted "Offices and Persons Who Are Known to
ji Offer Counseling on Marriage and Family Matters - or Wno Claim
'i
j!to." Obviously this title is too longi But it suggests the
lidiiemna with which one is faced if one tries to give a name
. . -.'Lcr- r i >,i\ piTf.:t .tiiw •inl'.i ':-
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whicn will accurately describe all those in the group. " |
Prom the statements of purpose, classification of problems,
'
and subjects used in discussion groups and courses it would seem
that only a small minority are doing "family" counseling. The
word "Center" implies a focal point or gathering-place and
should not be applied to services which are part of another ac-
tivity. Varying situations have called for different solutions,
and it is misleading to group all these activities under one
name. Probably the reason this has been done in the past is for
j
ease in discussion. It may also have been due to lack of suf-
|
ficiently detailed information about the nature of the various
j organizations
.
Of the whole group, four^ are definitely Family Consultation
Centers, and three"^ possibly are. The reason for a question in
the author's mind about the latter is the fact that they do not
Lxse the word "family" in their names, although it would seem
from the information received that they do family counseling.
There are three^ Marriage Counseling Centers,
j
The distinction between marriage and family counseling
.would seem to lie in whether the objective is to give premarital
^ American Institute for Family Relations, Association
for Family Living, Family Relations Center, Marriage and Family
Council, Inc.
Bureau of Marriage Counseling, Colorado Marriage
IjClinic, The Marriage Embassy.
^ Marriage Consultation Center of Boston, Marriage
Counsel, Marriage Counsel Center.
f r.
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advice to young couples and to help solve marital problems
between nusband and wife, or whether, in addition, the aim is
to deal with all the phases of parent-child relationships. This,
distinction was the basis for the decision of the Marriage
Study Association to call its consultation center The Marriage
Consultation Center rather than Family Consultation Center.
The others in the group might be called Marriage and ;
Family Co"unseling Services.
Obstacles to establishment of Centers . For the future of
the movement it is worth while considering why the growth has
been slow. Some of the factors which have stood in the way of
a more rapid increase in the number of Centers are found in
other social problems. Some are inherent in the very nature of
the v/ork. And some are the result of the lack of organization
in the movement itself, under i^he first group would fall such
factors as lack of funds for social experimentation and investi-
gation; competition between social agencies; the general Inertis
whicn all associations for social betterment have to deal witn
except in times of dramatic crises; and the inefficiency of the
democratic process in organizing. In the second group is the
attitude that marriage relationships are too intimate to dis-
cuss; the fact that marriage counseling is humorously associated
witn matrimonial bureaus, advice-to-the-love-lorn columns and
fortune telling; and the opposition of one church to having its
1.
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members receive advice on personal matters from outside sources.
In the third group are the lack of standards for the counseling
profession and the lack of readily available detailed informa-
tion about now Centers have been organized.
In recent years aij. experimental work in the social field
has been neld c*p because of the increasing limitation in funds
available. Inasmuch as some work already In progress has had to
stop before it was completed, it can be readily understood that
new ventures cannot get support. Although social agencies are
cooperative among therasexves in many ways, because of the lim-
ited funds forthcoming in most communities it is natural that
there should be some competition Detween them. It is easy to
see why a new agency dealing with the family should seem super-
fluous, or why it should seem inadvisable for an old agency to
take on a new activity. After all, there is never enough money
to do as satisfactorily as could be wished, the work which is
already being carried on.
As in all organizations which cannot produce spectacular
results, public response to the marriage counseling center move-
ment is difficult to obtain. At the present time, for example,
British V/ar Relief is dramatic enough to appeal to the imagina-
tion of everyone and is effectively getting funds which are
needed for maintaining and Duilding up local agencies.
Tne present war has demonstrated on a gigantic scale the I
I
comparative inefficiency of the democratic method of organizing.
|

5o
This is also apparent in cooperative activity on a small scale.
The people who are called upon to assist and who are willing to i
cooperate in an iindertaking are always the busiest. They do not
have time for the seemingly endless committee meetings which are
really necessary for sound planning. It often happens that a
joD is given to an individual because of his availahility rather
than because of nis fitness for that particular piece of work,
jj
Delays in formulating policies and carrying out plans are inevi-n
table among volunteer workers. Exceptional leadership is
necessary for any project undertaken as cooperative activity in
order to Insure success.
Attitudes toward the subject of marriage stand in the way '
of the development of Centers. Inhibitions against discussing
one's intimate affairs are still strong. Tnere is a great dif-
ference between going to an Individual with whom one is well-
acquainted for friendly advice, and going to a "Center" where
"problems" are taken care of.
Tnose very pnenomena which indicate a desire on the part of
the general public for help in adjusting family difficulties,
,
stand in the way of a scientific approach to meeting the need.
i
Advice columns and radio programs dealing witn marriage problems
are associated often in people's minds with marriage counseling,^
and the result often is a flippant attitude toward the whole !'
subject on the part of those vdiose support is needed. Without
|
exception those who saw the name "Marriage Consultation Center" ii
r.c . r J >j L.
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over the door of the Boston Center and who knev/ nothing about
its serious purpose, made some humorous comment. Without ex-
ception, also, when the secretary was asked what her work was,
upon being told she was asked if it was like a certain Sunday
evening radio program; - this by teachers, doctors, and a
psychoanalyst as well as by lay people.
It is obvious why, with the wide variety in the training
of counselors, standards for the counseling profession have not
De_n set up. This lack, however, has acted as a deterrent to
obtaining tne support of people who know enougn about counsel-
ing to be wary of accepoing everyone who claims to be doing it.
Lack of uniformity . Not only are there very few Centers
upon whose experience one may draw, but they are all different.
These differences are extremely valuable, but they make for con-
fusion in this particular instance. Tnere are, nowever, some
general concepts which emerge.
Section 2
Considerations in Organizing
Some of the points to oe considered in organizing a Family
or Marriage Consultation Center would come up in starting iiny
new venture in a community, but they need even more careful con-
sideration in this connection Decause the whole idea is unfamil-
iar to most people and because so many Centers have Deen started
V-3
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whicn nave not been able to continue for any length of time.
Knowiedp!:e of conmmnity . Tbe ideal way of learning aoout a
community is to make a survey of all the counseling that is De-
ing done both Dy individuals and Dy agencies; of the educational
projects carried on in the way of lectures, courses, and study
I groups; and of tne attitude toward Family or Marriage Counseling
Centers heid Dy individuals in the community, both professional
and lay people. If money is not available to pay for a survey
and those interested do not nave the time to make one, a great
deal can iDe learned in an informal way. It is vitally important,
' nowever, zo know what is ueing done and what is not being done
along Tjhese lines and to know whether there is any demand for
counseling which is not being met, and whether the community is '
ready for a Center. • , ». . : ^ >
I
This Imowledge will help in determining whether it is bet-
ter in a particular community to attempt to organize a Center or
to interest an already existing agency in expanding its work,
i
or whether, for the time being, it is better to take no action
at all.
It will also help in deciding upon a location for a Center,
which is an extremely important consideration since the location
determines to some extent the impression which the Center makes
and the type of individuals v/ho avail themselves of its services
1 • I.
1
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If housed in a business office building, for example, it would
be more difficult to give the public assurance that it was not
organized for profit; or if it were in a rather run-down neign-
borhood where palmists and crystal -ball gazers were well adver-
itised, it would be harder to establish public confidence in the
scientific training of the counselors and the soundness of the
coimsel which they would give.
The situation in some communities changes so rapidly that
the information needs to be kept up to date. A survey made sev-
eral years before the date of opening might not give a true
picture of the actual conditions at the time.
Formulation of complete program . Tentative policies for the
complete program should be set up before the Center is opened.
The education program needs to be integrated with the counseling
work. Clients come to a Center with a preconceived idea as to
what they will get from it. This idea eitner helps or hinders
the counseling procedure. The individuals who are carrying on
the educational part of the program need to be thoroughly
oriented to the counselor's point of view in order that they may
present it in their talks and contacts.
A policy regarding the use of the library should be set up
which will tie in with the counseling procedure. Clients may noti
receive the benefit from the Center which they might otherwise
if they are allowed to borrow books which they themselves select..
-»v
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The publicity program should be definitely coordinated with
the whole program of tne Center, it is really part of the
educational work. Public relations need to be established on a
sane basis with avoidance of the sensational, unfortunately,
newspapers want to stress the novel and romantic aspects of the
project. Reporters want to get a good feature story. Articles
written from the slant of "Ten good rules for keeping a husband"
may furnish amusing reading, but they cast some doubts on the
soundness of the counseling which the Center has to offer.
Clients who come as a result of reading that type of newspaper
story are not seriously concerned with working througjh their
difficulties. Intelligent people who might wse the Center them-
selves or recommend it to those with whom they come in contact,
are alienated by this type of publicity.
Financial support . There is something of a vicious circle
in attempting to start a Family or Marriage Counseling Center.
People want to be sure of its value before giving it support
and it has to have support in order to start. Unwarranted
optimism about the future of such Centers, due in part certainly
to the repeated statements that the movement is spreading rapid-
ly, have caused many groups of individuaxs to start them who
were not adxe to continue. It is recognized that the entre-
preneur in Dusiness should have funds to carry him for a year or
more before he can hope to be sufficiently well established to
D.3
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jexpect any profit. It should be even more obvious that a
counselor should have another source of income to support him
for a ^ear or two before he can expect sufficient financial sup-
port from the community. ' , ,
Ident i ty of Cent er with an Individual . The American
Institute of Family Relations is identified in people's minds
with Popenoe, just as the Marriage Counsel of Philadelphia is
I
identified with Mudd. The author is firmly convinced that an
"idea" is not sufficient to attract public support; a personalit;y
is necessary to establish confidence In an organization and
t)uild loyalty to it.
Very few people are sufficiently mature to accept the value
of an idea. Those that are probably are not in need of counsel-
I
ing. As a result of the present educational process, the
j
majority believe a thing "because someone said so"; they rally
to a ca^se because Decause they are impressed by the personality
of the leader; they go to a doctor Decause he treated a friend
successfully, not because of his professional standing.
iiVen in large medical clinics and child guidance clinics.
Such as the Lahey Clinic and Judge Baker Guidance Center, the
personaliuxes of the directors are still responsible in a xarge
part for public confidence, although another element is also
responsiblej /> a long ni story of successful treatment.
It is therefore extremely important in establishing a
Center that the director or counselor be chosen with than in
J.
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Imind. Preferably he, or she, should be an individual who is
already wen known, at least hy professional people and agencies
|i
liwho will ue sources of referrals. If not already well known, ne
should De given every opportunity to let people become acquaint-
ed with nim, through lectures, writings, and so forth. Confi-
dence in him as an individual - in his judgment, trustworthiness
,under standing, knowledge, and vision - should be the focus
around which confidence in the Center is built.
Section 3
i The Future of "Family Counseling"
Jensen has made the following statement: "if family coun
seling is not to operate in a vacuum, it must consider the
'ifamily as a dynamic unity of interacting personalities and must
Decome the inclusive art of social guidance concerning all the
'interpersonal relationships that arise within it."^ He might
have said that coiinseling is not family counseling unless it
meets those requirements.
Marriage counseling may be a necessary step in the develop-
ment of the more inclusive family co\mseling. At the present
time, in the research that is being carried on, in the educa-cion
ai projects, and in the counseling itseif there is an ©npjiasis
5
Howard E, Jensen, "Mental Hygiene and Family
Counselling", Social Forces , XVII (October, 195«j 90.
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on the marital relationship, i'erhaps this present emphasis is
ii
l| necessary because of the hitherto unnatural suppression of any
'I
discussion of the subject.
I
The situation seems similar to that in the parent-education
I
jmovement. Recent research in the mental hygiene and physical
Inygiene of tne pre school child resulted in an extreme empnasia I
I
on certain techniques and disregarded the parent as a human
ueing in relationship to tne child as another human being. That J
emphasis has markedly changed in the last few years so that now,
in order to help the child the whole family receives consider a-
tion. It is quite possible that after sex and marital relation-
I
iships become less sensational subjects, tney may take their place
'in the whole family picture as an expression of the f amilj^ re-
lationship ratner than as an Isolaole factor in it. We may then
||find that marriage counseling will develop into family counsel-
i:
ing.
Section 4
Further Research Indicated
A study of those Centers and Services which are no longer
functioning should be made, covering the same points which were
used in this study. A comparison of the data of the two studies
Sidonie Matsner Gruenberg, "Parent Education",
he Bnnals, CCXII (November, 1940) bl-BY.
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might reveal weaknesses in organization in the one group which
did not exist or which were overcome in the other. The Marriage
Study Association expects to make such a study in the near
future.
Data about tne communities in which Centers are now located
would be valuable. Information should be obtained about the
I
existence of a council of social agencies and a community fund
system; on the activity of churches and schools in education for-
J
family life; and on the attitudes of professional and lay people''
toward the Center; how important they think its place is in the|
community.
Research is needed in the field of counseling techniques
and procedure. The case work method, the psychiatric approach, ,i
and the single interview all need studying from the angle of
feasibility as well as success in treatment. It would make an
j
interesting study if one individual presented his problem to a !
number of different counselors to see how varied the approaches
to solving it might be.
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ABSTRACT
In order to secure data which would he helpful to groups
desiring to start Family Consultation Centers, it was decided
to send a questionnaire to the Centers now functioning In the
United States for information about tneir founding and plan,
staff members, clients, services, and relation to their com-
munities. The work was not intended to include individual
counselors or Centers in other coimtries. No questions were
asked about coiinseling procedure as there is another study in
progress which deals with that subject.
The term "Center" as it is used in this paper refers to
both Family and Marriage Counseling Centers which function in-
dependently of any other organization and those Marriage and
Family Cotinseling Services which are part of the activity of
some other organization.
The literature in the field has been concerned chiefly with
the value of marriage and family counseling, techniques of
counseling, and the necessary qualifications for a counselor.
The details of organization of Family Consultation Centers have
received compsLPativeiy little attention.
A directory of Centers to be used In the study was complied
Dy using lists previously published and sending them to author-
ities In the field for corrections to bring them up to date.
Additions were made from reports in ctirrent periodicals and
rr T
eliminations resulted from information received througa cor-
respondence .
The response to the questionnaire was most satisfactory.
Nineteen questionnaires out of twenty-five were returned, all
but three of vhich were fully answered.
I
ihe majority of questions were asked in such a way that
the^ could be checked when the answer was "yes". Multiple
Choices were given witn the nope that they covered all probable
situations, but there was space for individual cases which did
not come under any given choice. The other questions asked re-
quired a number or other data. All the affirmatives were added
and the material given in answer to the other questions was sum-
marized. The facts thus gathered were interpreted wherever
necessary in t he light of possible misunderstanding of the
questions and furtner information given in reports, letuers, and
articles.
I
Certain of these facts are illuminating. The majority of
Centers are the outgrowth of the work of some organization,
while only about a third were started by a group of individuals
representing different interests in the oomraunity. Only two
Centers are entirely self-supporting and four are wholly de-
pendent, while the others are partially self-supporting. Less
than half the total number of Centers are making follow-up
studies of their clients and of these all but one are doing re-
search based on material gained while the case is active.
1 i/'k
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Answers to the questions concerning education and experience
of staff members indicate a wide range in both. The emphasis in
education was on psychology and sociology, and the greatest
amount of experience was in the fields of teaching and social
jiwork. .
Data about clients showed that there is no "typical" client.
The most that can be said is that the majority sltg women Detween
the ages of 26 and 55, American -born whites, with at least a
nigh school education. v -.v >
There is less correlation than might be expected between
the stated purposes of the Centers, the problems which are
brought to them, and the topics which receive major emphasis
Dotn in the discussion groups and courses which the Centers
either sponsor or furnish leaders for. There seems to oe a re-
lationship between this lack of correlation and a failure to make
a survey of the community before starting.
The information obtained ..as not sufficient to warrant at-
tempting to construct a framework of organization on which groups!:
I
iwishing to start Family Consultation Centers, might build. Therej
I
iare two main reasons why it was not possible to reach definite
I
i
conclusions about such a structure. The first is the fact that
in reality very few such Centers exist; and the second is the
lack of any structural \miformity of those that do.
There are at the outside, seven Family Consultation Centers
j
and three Marriage Counseling Centers, and approximately fifteen >
.
»
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Marriage or Family Counseling Services. The difference between
Center and Service lies in whether it is an independent activity
or part of the work of another organization; and the distinction
between marriage and family counseling may be drawn on the basis
of whether or not all phases of parent-child relationships are
considered or Just pr emarital and marital problems.
Some of the factors whicn have stood in the way of a more
rapid Increase in the number of Centers are found in other sociai
ji
proDlems; some are inherent in the very nature of the work; and
f
[i
some are the result of the lack of organization in the movement
itself.
Although, as has been stated, a detailed plan of organiza-
tion could not be made as a result of the study, there are cer-
tain points which caa be concluded. Perhaps the most important
is the necessity of knowing the community situation thoroughly.
Another point is the need of formulating a complete program be-
fore inaugurating any part of it. The fact that there is very
little chance of the Center's being self-supporting should de
recognized in advance. And the choice of a counselor should be
made with the understanding that people will go for counsel to
an individual whom they know and trust, but are not yet ready
to accept the abstract theory of marriage counseling.
It would seem that marriage cotmsellng is a step in the
development of the more inclusive family counseling.
Pw.rther research is indicated. A study of those Centers and
r' i'
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Services which are no longer functioning should be made, cover in|
the same points which were used in this study. A comparison of '
the data of the two studies might reveal weaknesses in organi-
zation in the one group which did not exist or which were over-
come in the other. Data about the communities in which Centers
j
are now located would be valuable, covering such items as the
existence or non-existence of a council of social agencies and
a community fund system; the activity of churches and schools
I
In education for family life; and the attitudes of professional i
and lay people toward the Center. Research is also needed in !i
the field of counseling techniques and procedure.
1 ;'».
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APPENDIX A
1. DIRECTORY OF CENTERS FURNISHING DATA AS A BASIS
FOR THE STUDY
CALIFORNIA
Los Angeles. American Institute of Family Relations
oOY Soutn Hill Street
Dr. Paul Popenoe, General Director
San Francisco. Family Relations Center
2504 Jackson Street (formerly j.200 Hyde Street)
Henry M. Grant, Director
COLORADO
Denver. Colorado Marriage Clinic
C. A. Johnson Building
Dr. William S. Bernard, Director
CONNECTICUT
Greenwich. Greenwich Marriage Counsel (formerly
Marriage Counsel Bureau)
5« Arch Street
Dr. A. Louise Brush, Counselor
DISTRICT OF COLOMBIA
Washington. Social Hygiene Society of the District
of Columbia
927 Fifteenth Street, N. W.
Ray H. Everett, JSxecutive Secretary
ILLINOIS
Chicago. Association for Family Living
220 South State Street
Mrs. Evelyn Millis Duvall, Executive Director
Chicago. The Marriage Embassy
4b4t> Sheridan Road
A. H. Hirsch, Ph. D., General Director
3
MASSACHUSETTS
Boston. Counseling Service
Massachusetts Society for Social Hygiene
316 Huntington Avenue
Lester W. Dearborn, Counselor
Boston. Marriage Consultation Center
268 Huntington Avenue
Mrs. Marie Garden, Executive Secretary
MICHIGAN
Detroit. Merrill-Palmer Service
71 Ferry Street, East
Dr. Rooert G. Foster
MISSOURI
Kansas City. Human Relations Committee
Kansas City Social Hygiene Society
1020 McGee Street
Mrs. F. H. Ream, Executive Secretary
NEW YORK
Floral Park. Marriage Adjustment Bureau
Sewanhaka High School
Dr. Theodore V. Moldenke
New York City. Bureau of Marriage Counsel and
Education, Inc.
54 West 5v)rd Street
Dr. Valeria Hopkins Parker, Director
NORTH CAROLINA
Chapel Hill. Marriage and Family Council, Inc
Mrs. Gladys Hoagland Groves, Director
OHIO
Cincinnati. Family Adjustment Bureau
Cincinnati Social Hygiene Society
312 V/est 9th Street
Richard V/. Weiser, M. D., Executive Secretary
4C li
OHIO (continued)
Cincinnati, Family Consultation Service
Associated Charities
512 West 9th Street
Mrs. Anna Budd Ware, Director
Cleveland. Maternal Health Association
2101 Adeltiert Road
Gladys Gay±ord, Executive Secretary
PENNSYLVANIA
Philadelphia. Marriage Counsel
255 South j.5th Street
Mrs'. Stuart Mudd, Director
Pittsburg. Marriage Counsel Center "
"
1200 Standard Life Building
Dr. Dora H. Klemer, Executive Director
-. r
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2. LIST OF CENTERS NOT RETURNING QUESTIONNAIRES
CALIFORNIA
San Francisco. Alto Psychologic Center
±2b Post Street
Dr. Herman de Fremery
NEW YORK
New iork City. The Family Guidance Service"*-
o42 Madison Avenue
William Rothenberg
New York City. Marriage Consultation Center
Community Church
550 West J.10th Street
Dr. Hannah Stone > Director
a. ORGANIZATIONS ABOUT WHICH NO INFORMATION WAS
RECEIVED
INDIANA
South Bend. Marriage Counselor and Marital Health, Inc.
2oub Pleasant Street
John Quincy Ames
Insufficient information was obtained to be
certain whether it is a Center or an individual counselor
X 1 iil^ I
NEW YORK
Brooklyn, irood Will Court
New Eagle building
26 Johnson Street
Judge Nathan Sweedler
New York City. Jewish Institute on Marriage and the Family
New York State Conference on Marriage and the Family
40 West 68th Street
Dr. Sidney E. Goldstein
NORTH CAROLINA
Greeneville. Council on Pajnily Relations
M. L. Wright
4. FORMER CENTERS NOW INACTIVE, WITH AUTHORITY FOR
SO CLASSIFYING THEM
CONNECTICUT
Hartford
Central Congregational Church (Mudd)
New Haven. Family Affairs (Popenoe;
145 Cnurch Street
Waterbury. Waterbury Life Adjustment Center (Mudd)
2nd Congregational Church
10 Holmes Avenue
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
Washington. Life Adjustment Center
Mt
. Pleasant Congregational Cnurch (Janney)
HAWAII
Honolulu
.
oocial Hygiene Association of Hawaii (Popenoe)
Roswell Johnson, General Director
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MASSACHUSETTS
Boston. The Craigie Foundation (Letter l/l5/41)
176 Marlborough Street
Roxbury, Family Consultation Center (Janney)
New England Hospital for Women and diildren
Dimock Street
MICHIGAN
Detroit. Family Relations Bureau (Popenoe;
Detroit Social H^^giene Conference
Witherall at Montcalm Street
Edith H. Swift, M. D., Director
MISSOURI
St. Louis.
Missouri Social Hygiene Association (Letter .i/3/41)
5713 Washington Boulevard
Harriet S. Cory, M. D.
YORK
Brooklyn. Consultation Service of the Church of
the Holy Trinity (Mudd;
Clinton and Montague Streets
Rev. H. V/. Dresser, Director
Brooklyn. Consultation Service of the Church of
the Savioiir (Mudd)
Pierrepont Street and Monroe Pxace
Rev. H. W. Dresser, Director
Brookl;yTi. Women's Good Will Court (mailing returned
"unknown''
)
5078 Coney Island Avenue
Brighton Beach
Buffalo.
Asbury Methodist Church (Letter l/l7/41J
Delaware and Tupper Streets
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New York City. Family Consultation Bureau^
Cnild Development Institute
Teachers College, Columbia University
Dr. Lois Hayden Meek, Director
New York City. Pattiily Consultation Service (Mudd)
St. Mark' s-in-the-Bouv/erie
New York City. Institute of Family Relations in the
City of New York, Inc. (Mudd)
45 West 9th Street
Vici;or G. Pedersen, ivi. D., Director
Syracuse. Family Consultation Service (Letter 4/5/41)
Park Central Presbyterian Church
504 East Fayette Street
Dr. Katharine V\/. Taylor, Consultant
OHIO
Cleveland. Marriage Guidance Service (Mudd)
0±d Stone Cnurch
Dayton.
Court of Domestic Relations (Letter 4/21/41)
Judge Arthur Markey
PENNSYLVANIA
Lewisburg. Institute for Marriage and Family
Guidance (Letter l/l5/4l)
140 South Front Street
Prof. Meyer E. Nimkoff, Director
Uniontown. Family Guidance Counsel (Letter 5/27/41)
119 East Payette Street
Rabbi Samuel Glasner, Director
Margaret Gilbert Benz, Ph.D., Family Counseling
Service in a university Community (New York: Bureau of
Publications, Teachers College, Columbia University, 1940) 5

5. ORGANIZATIONS AT SOME TIME LISTED AS CENTERS, NOT
INCLUDED IN STUDY FOR REASONS GIVEN
DISTRICT OF COLOMBIA
Washington.
Family Service Association
1022 ±ltn Street
(Letter i/v/41, "Does not operate a separate
Marriage Consultation Center.")
ILLINOIS
Chicago. Uons-Qltation Service of Illinois
Social Hygiene iieague
9 East Huron Street
(Letter to Mudd l/40. "We have no marriage
counseling service.")
Chicago
.
Jewish Social Service Bureau
BOO Selden Street
(Letter i/27/41. "Not a Marriage Consultation
Center. ")
MICHIGAN
Detroit. The Marriage Counsel Clinic
1055 Fisher Building
(Leaflet - premarital birth control instruction)
Detroit. Modern Marriage Clinic
Northeastern ^MCA
("Not a permanent Center," Foster)
NE^ JERSEY
Newark
Newark Social Service Bureau
42 Bleecker Street
(Letter 3/3/41. "No such plan in existence here
in Essex, or in our particular city.")

NEW YORK
New York City. Consultation Service
Child Study Association of America
221 West 5Vth Street
(Letter 2/21/41. Child Guidance Center)
NORTH CAROLINA
Durham.
Family Service Association
(Letter 5/5/4I. Marriage and family counseling
not separated from other work.)
OHIO
Cincinnati.
Cincinnati Committee on Maternal Health
Academy of Medicine
("Birth control, " Mudd)
Cleveland. Institute of Family Service
The Associated Charities
lOOl Huron Road
(Letter 3/11/41. "More like a Family V/elfare
Agency.")
OREGON
Portland.
Oregon Social Hygiene Society
20x1 N. W. Lovejoy Street
(Questionnaire returned. Society no longer in
existence. Individual counseling)
VIRGINIA
Richmond. Fsimily Consultation Service
Children's Memorial Clinic
1001 East Clay Street
( "Children
' s work, " Mudd;

APPENDIX B
QUESTIONNAIRE
on the
ORGANIZATION OP FAMILY CONSULTATION CENTERS
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QUESTIONNAIRE
on the
ORGANIZATION OF PAI/JLY OOWouLTATIC LITERS
Tne purpose of this questionnaire is to secure information
from the Family Consultation Centers now functic • in the
United States as to their founding and plan, staff members,
clients, services, and relation to their comiminity, which
will he of value to those already in the field and particu-
larly to others who may wish to start such centers.
This survey is being made hy the Marriage Study Association
of Boston under the direction of Professor Albert l^lorris of
the Department of Sociology, Boston University . . jaate
School.
Marie Garden
Sharon, Massachusetts
January 1941

I. POUNDING AND PLAN
Month Year
1. Date of opening
2. Started by: Cneck
les
a. Individual
b. Group of individuals
What agencies in the community did they repi- . ^ , i:?
c. Outgrowth of activity of an agency already in existence
Name and work of agency
d. Other (describe)
3. Statement of purpose:
4. Housed in:
a. Office building . . . .
Educational institution
Church
Social Agency . . . .
Other (describe;

D. Number of rooms used wholly or partly for: reception
;
office, ; consultation ; testing ; other ; (describe)
Which services share rooms?
5. Financial set-up: Check
Yes
a. Jihtirely self-supporting
b. Partially self-supporting
c. -Entirely dependent
d. Sources of income
Fees
Range $ to $ Average ^
Are they adjusted to client's ability to pay . . .
Do they vary v/ith service rendered
Endowment .....
Proportion of total income %
Membership dues .
Proportion of total income %
Privaoe gifts
Proportion of total income %
Community Fund
»
Proportion of total income %
Another agency
Proportion of total income /o
6. Records:
a. Are clients' names used in files
Or is a number used for each individual
To whom is the number index available?
pr
c
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7 . Hour s
:
a. Office open part-time
Hours
Check
Yes
t). Office open full-time
Did you start on part-time basis
Research
:
a. Are you getting information along certain lines from
all clients for research purposes .
In what particular fields?
b. Are you making follow-up studies
If so, have you had satisfactory response?
II. THE STAFF
1. Full-time members (number)
a. Duties of
(a;
(b)
(c)
(d)
b. Training of
(a)
(c)
(d)
2, Part-time members (number)
a. Duties of
(a)
(D)
(c)
(d)
D. Training of
(a)
i
(b)
(c)
(d)
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Full-time members (continued)
c. Experience of
(a)
(c)
(d)
Part-time mer grs (continued)
c. Experience of
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
d. Salary of
(aj
(cj
(b)
(d)
c. Psychiatrists
e. Specialists in Home Economics
d. Salary of
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
5. On call (number of each)
a. Physicians b. Lawyers
d. Psychologists
f . Others (describe)
\
g. Are they paid individually by the client or Dy the Center?
4. Are all your staff members married?
|
If not, v/hich ones are unmarried?
III. THE CLIENT (Only give numbers in those classifications on whicn
you already have the detailed records)
1.
2.
3.
Total Number (covering one-year period)
Age : range average
Sex: (nuifiber of each)
4. Race: (number of each)
a. ^i/Vhite
c. Oriental
a. Men b • Women
b. Negro
d. Mexican
5. Nationality: (number of each)
a. Native-born American b. Others (use your own classification;
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THE CLIENT (continued)
6, Religion: (number of each)
a. Protestant
c. Jewish
/
• Occupational group : (number of each)
a. Professional
c , Skilled
b. Catholic
d. Others
b. Semi-professional
e. Unskilledd. Semi-skilled
(Use your own classification if this is unfamiliar)
tJ. Educational group: (number of each)
a. Through tith grade
c. Tnrough college
9. Marriage status : (number of each)
a. Single
c. Married'-
Length of marriage : range
d. Separated e. Divorced
10. Reason for visit (number of each)
a. Information
c. Guidance and adjustment
b. Through high school
d. Graduate ni/ork
b. Engaged
average
f . Widowed
b. Education
d. Other (describe)
IV. SERVICES
1. Individual Counseling
a. Referrals to other agencies (number)
b. Duration of contact;
Niimber of months: range
Number of visits: range
t
average
average

- b -
Individual Counseling (continued)
c. Classif icat inn of problems for your records:
Is classification based on (check)
Problem as presented by client
Problen as first seen by counselor
Problem as finally revealed
Under what headings do you classify problems for your records?
(name)
Cneck
les
2, Library: do you have a library which is available to clients
o. Discussion groups:
a. Do you hold them under the auspices of the Center • • • •
b. Do you furnish leaders if other organizations v^ish
to sponsor them
c. Wnat subjects receive chief emphasisv (name)
|
4. Courses:
a. Do you give courses in connection with the Center ....
b. Do you cooperate in presenting courses at other institutions
c. What subjects are given the greatest amount of time? (name)
5. Published material:
a. Do you publish leaflets
At regular intervals
b. Is it your policy to contribute articles to magazines . .
c. Other publications (name)
II
V. RELATION TO THE COMMUNITY
Check
1. Before starting, did you make a survey to determine the need les
of marriage counseling service in your community
2, Do other agencies cooperate with you by
a. Referring cases to you
D. Making theii^ services available to your client-^
c. v/orking with you on some community project
d. Helping in an advisory capacity
e. Other ways (describe)
5. Has there been any opposition to your work in the coirnmnity
(describe)
4. Are your services unique in your community
5. Has the need in the community changed so that you hava had
to adjust your service to meet it
Along v/hat lines? (describe)
u. Publicity:
a. Are the newspapers cooperative in giving you puolicity
b. Wnat other sources of publicity do you user (name)
c. Do you maintain a file of clippings
REMARKS
:
i
APPENDIX G
DUTIES, TRAINING, EXPERIENCE AND SALARIES
OP STAFF MEHIBERS, GROUPED BY CENTERS
FT indicates full time and PT means part time
1. Executive, FT
2. Secretarial, PT
Negro assistant R.N., PT
1. Executive, FT
Duties:
Education: Boston School of Social Work
Experience: Children's Agency, Employment Manager, Adult Educa-
tion, Simmons College Endowment Drive
Salary: $29i.t)t) a month
2. Assistant Executive, FT
Duties: counseling, speaking, supervision - community contacts
Education: Western Reserve University School of Applied
Social Sciences, 1924 (Family case work)
Experience: student supervisor and district secretary -
i5 years, in public and private Family Agencies
Salary: $203. '65 a month
3. Head nurse, FT
Duties: counseling, speaking, training student nurses
Education: Western Reserve University Public Health Nursing
Salary : $1'75 a month
4 - Y. Staff nurses, FT
Duties: counseling, speaking, training student nurses
Education: (2) post-graduate course in Western Reserve
University Public Health Nursing, (i) Public Health
Nursing, Teachers College, Columbia, Neurological
I
9j.
Institute, (1) post-graduate course in School of
Nursing, Ohio State University
Experience: All nurses have had experience as public health
nurses in field work and as supervisors
Salaries: {'^) ^145, (Ij $135, (1) (part time; a month
B. Counselor, PT
Duties
:
Education: Western Reserve University Public Health Nursing
Experience: instructor in Public Health Nursing, University
Nursing District, Cleveland
Salary: $Y a day
1 - 4. PT • - • '
Duties: counseling, teaching and speaking to classes in
educational institutions and lay groups, writing
records, staff meetings
Education: (l) pediatrics, (±) medical research plus grad-
uate social work and sociology, (l) psychiatric
social work, (l) psychiatry
Experience: medical staff position, social work position,
teaching position
Salaries: Counselors paid per time rendered the service and
per experience, two are on basis of §1500 per year
for half time
1. Office manager, PT
1. Confidential secretary, PT
Duties: Keeps records, makes appointments, arranges lecture
schedu±es, handles correspondence, makes appoint-
ments with other consultants, receives clients, etc.
Education: college graduate, majored in psychology plus
business school training
Experience: several years' experience in the fiej-d of applied
psychology as we±l as in secretarial work and office
manap-ement
r
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2. Cnief consultant, PT
Duties: organizer, director, and counselor
JiJducation: university graduate, majored in psycnology plus
special courses in anatomy, advanced biology,
bacteriology, plus professional courses on grad-
uate level in this and allied fields
Experience: high school submaster for nine years with the
responsibility of supervising and counseling with
"problem" boys and girls and their parents for six
of them, vocational adviser and training officer
with Federal Board of Vocational Education for two
years, superintendent "uSVB Resident Vocational
School of Borderline Psychiatric Cases for four
years, research in industrial psychology as con-
sultant on special project for one year, * psy-
chological consultant at Franklin Union in Boston
for 15 years, consultant in family relations at
the Boston Young Men's Christian Association in
personal and marriage problems and premarriage ed-
ucation for fifteen ^ears, instructor in Social
Hygiene at Boston University for ten years,
K- lecturer on sex, courtship, marriage and domestic
relations for Massachusetts Society for Social
Hygiene for ten years, private practice as lecturer
and counselor in same field since 1926
(-»• indicates years of service run concurrently)
Duties
:
1. Counselor and psychiatrist, PT
Education: B.A. Barnard College, 1925
M.D.. College of i^hysicians and Surgeons, Columbia
Interne Englewood Hospital for one year, psycniatric
interne New lork State Psychiatric Institute for one
year, resident physician Bloomingdale Hospital for
four years, externe New York Neurological Institute
for six months
Experience: Markel Fellow Austen Riggs Foundation for one
year, assistant psychiatrist at Presbyterian
Hospital, Vanderbilt Clinic, and Payne vVhitney Clinic
all of New York City, assistant research psychiatrist
at Coxumbia University
Salary: $5 an hour and volunteered time
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2. Assistant counselor, FT
Duties: follow-up visits, making appointments, interviev/s
Jiducation: graduate of St. Lukes Hospital, New York City
Experience: five years' nursing of vsj?ious types, eight
years of Maternal Health work in New York City
and Greenwich
Salary: tB7.50 per month and volunteered time
1. Executive director, FT
Duties: leads groups, counsels, represents Association in all
activities ioca±ly and out of city
Jilducation: B.S. Syracuse University, 192Y, Home Economics
M.S. Vanderhilt University, 1929, Physiology
Further graduate work in psychology, sociology and
education at the University of Chicago, Northv/e stern
University, George Peahody College, and Advanced
School of Education at Columbia University; special
study at the Institute for Juvenile Research, Chicago
Experience: instructor in marriage and family relations,
leader for corarminity institutes and conferences
throughout the Midwest, director of counseling at
Lake Geneva louth Camps for three summers, national
counselor of The National Council of Church Women
2. Group leader, PT
Duties: leads groups, counsels
Education: B.S. William Smith College, 1929, Psychology
M.A. Smith College, 1932, Psychiatric Social Work
Experience: case v/orker Family vi/elfare Society, Niagara Falls,
New York, ps^^chiatric worker at the Institute for
Child Guidance in New York City, consultant case
worker at the Illinois Children's Home and Aid
Society of Chicago, mental testing under supervision
of psychologist, psychiatric treatment of problem
children at the Evanston Receiving Home of the
Illinois Children's Home and Aid Society, conducted
group meetings with New lork public school teachers
Salary: fee basis
* :c j r.
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5. Group leader, PT
Duties: leads groups, counsels
Education: Teachers Diploma, Kansas State Teachers College
B.S. Teachers Coxlege, Columbia
Graduate work at Columbia
Experience: chairman of Parents' Groups of the Institute of
Child Development of New York City, supervisor of
Church Vacation Schools, Kvanston, Illinois,
teacher of adolescents at Riverside Church in
New York City for five years, lecturer in parent
education with the Child Study Association of
America for five years and under the Federation
of Churches in New York City, leadership training
work in Nassau County, Long Island, and in Chicago
4. Group leader, PT
Duties: leads groups, counsels
Education: B.A. University of Minnesota, Sociology and
Anthropology
Courses at New York School of Social Work and
New School for Social Research
Experience: field work in group work, medical clinics,
family case work, child v/eifare agencies witn
dependent, neglected and delinquent children,
family visitor with the United Charities of St. Paul,
on the Ramsey County Child Welfare Board working
v/ith the unmarried mothers g?oup as court representa-
tive where paternity was established, with the
East Side Settlement House in New York City doing
nursery school work, menu planning, etc., with
Illinois Children's Home and Aid Society
5. Group leader, PT
Duties: leads groups, counsels
Education: University of Iowa, graduate work in psychology,
psychiatry and sociology at the university of Colorado
Experience: research assistant in sex education at the
university of Minnesota, lecturer in sex education
at Cleveland and Cincinnati Social Hygiene Societies,
instructor in family relationships at the University
of Vermont summer sessions, autnor of New Patterns
in Sex Teaching
,
Being Born , Sex Education in the
Home, Love at the Thgshold I
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o. Group j.eader, PT
Duties: leads groups, counsels
iiducation: B.S. and A.B. University of Missouri, 19i4
Psycnology, Education, and Social Science
Graduate work in psychology, social service,
psycniatry, child welfare, and education at the
University of Chicago, and in parent education and
adoxescent psychology at the Advanced School of
Education, Co±umbia; graduate seminar in religious
education at the Hebrew Union College, Cincinnati
Experience: high schoox teacher for ten ^ears, nead of
Psychology Department of Kendall College for nine
years, supervisor of Child Care Teachers of the
W. P. A. in Chicago, supervisor of teachers and
teacher at Sinai Religious School for eight years,
and author of pampnlet "Outlines for Teachers in
Child Care".
M.S.S. Smith College, Psychiatric Social Work
M.D. University of Chicago
Interne ship at the women's and Children's Hospital
in Chicago, psychiatric training at tne Institute
for Juvenile Research, Psychiatric Institute of
the University of Illinois, and Institute for
Psychoanaly sis
Experience: as psychiatric social worker in the Psychological
Clinic at Louisvi±le, Kentucky, for two years, in
the Pediatrics Department of the Vanderbiit Hospital
at Nashville, Tennessee for nine months, and at the
Billings Hospital for one and a half years^ as
psychiatrist at the Institute for Juvenile Research,
Scholarship Association for Jewish Children, Druce
Lake Camp, and Douglas Smith Foundation
V. Psychiatrist, PT
Duties
:
Education: B.A, Rockford Coj-lege
Salaries for 3 - V : fee basis
1. Executive secretary, PT
Duties : everything
Education: LL.B.
Experience; editorial, casework, lecturer, social analyst
^ •..
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1. iiixecutive director, FT
Duties: consultant
Education: A.B. University of Washington
Life Teaching Certificate
KAperience: teacher and high school principal, executive
secretary of uhe Oregon Social Hygiene Society,
started and developed v/ork in San Francisco since
1926, lecturer in university of Oregon, university
of California and San Francisco State College
Extension Divisions, autnor of articles and
pampnxets
Salary: $5,400 - since 1951 this salary has always oeen
renounced in part according to the Center's income
2. FT
Duties: secretary and librarian
Experience: v/ife of executive director and worked with him
tnrougnout his career
5. FT
Duties: office assistant
Education: two years' college work in social sciences
Salary: volunteer
4. FT
Duties: program director
Education: A.B. University of California
Experience; ex-juvenile court worker
Salary: volunteer
1-4. FT
Duties: interviewing, counseling, recording, lecturing,
reading discussion groups, studying the field
and planning to meet recognized needs, etc.
niducation: university graduates, (l) M.SW., (l) Fn.D.,
(±) B.D., specialized advanced training in
pertinent fields, without advanced degrees, -
chief empnases sociology, psycniatric social
work, ps;ychology, social work, medical aspects
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of marriage
JSxperlenco: ministry, teaching, social work, previous
private and pi'ofessional consultation work in
connection with professions of toachlnG* social
work, ministry
Salary: 95:^ of fee paid (if any)
!• Executive secretary, FT
Duties: reproGents Center in comiminity, answers correspondence,
nalres appointments, keeps records smd accotmts*
receptionist, librarian, research
Education: B.S. Siiamons College, 1920, Secretarial School
M.A. Boston University, 1941, Sociology
Certified as Lay Leader in Parent Education by
State Department of Public Health
Experience: business maiaa^er of T.7CA suimner canp, secretary
in the Industrial Studies Division of -Itissell Sage
Foundation, Hew York City, in the Harvard University
Comnittee on Economic Research and in the
Congregational Education Society, organizer of
a cooperative nursery school, Y;ell~child clinics,
and parent education institutes, leader of parent
education discussion groups, assistant in the
Boston University Department of Student Counseling
2. PT
Duties
:
counseling
Education: B.S. and M.S. Simmons College, Psychiatric Social
Work, seminar at Smith College School of Social Work,
seminar at Boston Psychoanalytic Institute for four
years
Experience: girls' worker at neighborhood house for two years,
counselor and athletic director at girls* car.ip,
teachings assistant district secretary of the Fairiily
Welfare Society of Boston
3. PT
Duties: counseling and consulting psychiatrist
Education: M.D. Geneva, Switzerland
Pediatric interneship at Bellevue Hospital in IJev/ York,
neurology in London, psychiatry at Johns Hopkins for
three years, two-year Rockefeller Fellowship in
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child psychiatry. Children's Psychiatric Outpatient
Clinic at the Massachusetts General Hospital in
Boston for three years, research for one year in
schizophrenia at the McLean Hospital and for two
I
years in suicide, consultant for the Family vVelfare
Society in Providence, professor of psychiatry at
Simmons College School of Social Work, and in
private practice
4. PT
Duties : counseling
Education: A.B. Wellesxey Coa.lege
New York School for Social Work
Experience: ' as family case worker in the Queens Family
Welfare Society of New York, and the Federal Transient
Bureau of Chicago, as medical social worker at the
Huntington, Peter Bent Brlgham, and Massachusetts
Memorial hospitals of Boston
5. PT
Duties: counseling
Education: D.S.Sc. Boston University
Experience: counselor of the Massachusetts General Psychiatric
Clinic boys' camp, director of Citizenship Training
Department of the Boston Juvenile Court, instructor
in Boston University School of Social Work and
Boston School of Occupational Tnerapy
6. PT
Duties: counseling and consulting gynecologist
Education: A.B, and IviD. Harvard University
Interneships at the Peter Bent Brigham Hospital and
the Boston Lying-in Hospital
Experience: si;aff appointment at the Massachusetts Memorial
Hospital of" Boston from 1904 to 1940, on faculty
of the Boston University School of Medicine from
1924 to date
Salaries: 1 - b volunteer
9t < 1
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J.. Director, FT
Duties: counseling, lecturing, writing, public relations
Education: graduate physician
Experience: more than twenty years as Social Hygiene executive,
consultant and lecturer
Salary: $175 a month (^j;5,000 a year later)
2. Secretary, FT
Duties: dictation and writing of letters, daily casn accounts,
reception, general service
Education: Ph.D.
Expeifence: wide secretarial experience
3. Associate director, PT
Duties: medical and psychiatric advice, replies to magazine
jietters, research
ii;ducation: medicine, psychiatry - licensed practitioner
Experience: executive in a city Board of Health where
majTiage counsels were established
Salary: $20 a week (|1500 a year later;
4. Clerk, PT
Duties: filing and putting up literature for mailing
Education: college
Experience: business
.
1. Executive secretary, FT
2. Associate educational director, FT
3. Office secretary, FT
PT
Duties: receptionist
Education: B.A.
Experience: three years

±uO
2. PT
Duties: ps^chometrist
Education: B.A.
Experience: tliree years
^. PT
Duties: clinical psychologist
Education: M.A. studying for Ph.D.
Experience: ten years
4. PT
Duties: clinical psychologist
Education: M.A., S.T.M., Tn.D., Ed.D.
Experience: tv/enty years
1 - b or ti, FT
Duties: counseling work, supervisory duties, lecturing
Education: (l) graduate of School of Social Work
Experience: (l) case work training for five years
Salaries: range |jLbOO - $2400
9. PT
Duties: psychiatric consultant
Education: professional training
xO. PT
Duties: research consultant
Education: professional training
1. Director, PT
Duties: administrative work, interviewing, teaching, and
research
Education; Ph.D.
2-4. Counselors, PT
Duties: Interview and teach
I
J.01
ijiducation : clinical psychologist (i), home economist and
nutritionist (1), physician (i)
1. Director, FT
Duties: Interviewing, testing, advising, lecturing and research
iikiucation: Ph.D. Yale University, Sociology and Psychology
Kxperience: research at Yale University Institute of Human
Relations; regional consultant of American Institute
of Family Relations; guidance and counseling of
students and adults
2. Assistant Comselor, FT
Duties: interviewing, testing, advising after consultation with
director, xecturing
Education: B.A. Sociology and Psychology
I
iiacperience : counselor of girls for national sorority, guidance
of problem cases in public school system
Salary : #1200
c..'3 •
-jOl'^ '. : J ^^O V
i: c J.
-lie.' ii fT. X ;C-* ' ^ ^ - .
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